Tail asymptotics of the solution R to a fixed-point problem of type R
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the tail asymptotics of the solution R to the fixed-point A classical example is R being the M/G/1 busy period, cf. [21] , [28] , where Q is the service time of the first customer in the busy period and N the number of arrivals during his service. Here Q and N are indeed heavily dependent, with tails of the same order of magnitude when Q has a regularly varying (RV) distribution; more precisely, N is Poisson(λq) given Q = q. Another example is the total progeny of a subcritical branching process, where Q ≡ 1 and N is the number of children of the ancestor, More generally, R could be the total life span of the individuals in a Crump-ModeJagers process ( [17] ), corresponding to Q being the lifetime of the ancestor and N the number of her children. Related examples are weighted branching processes, see [19] for references. Note that connections between branching processes and RV have a long history, going back at least to [24] , [25] .
Recall some definitions of classes of heavy-tailed distributions. A distribution F on the real line is long-tailed, F ∈ L, if, for some y > 0 It is known that L ⊃ IRV ⊃ RV and if F has a finite mean, then L ⊃ S * ⊃ IRV where S * is the class of so-called strong subexponential distributions, see e.g. [16] or [15] for further definitions and properties of heavy-tailed distributions.
Tail asymptotics of quantities related to R have earlier been studied in [19] , [27] under RV conditions (see also [7] ). Our main result is the following: Part (i) is well known from several sources and not deep (see the proof of the more general Proposition 1 below and the references at the end of the section for more general versions). Part (ii) generalizes and unifies results of [19] , [27] in several ways.
Motivated from the Google page rank algorithm, both of these papers consider a more general recursion
However, [19] does not allow dependence and/or the tails of Q and N to be equally heavy. These features are incorporated in [27] , but on the other hand that paper require strong conditions on the A i which do not allow to take A i ≡ 1 when dealing with sharp asymptotics. To remove all of these restrictions is essential for the applications to queues and branching processes we have in mind. Also, our proofs are considerably simpler and shorter than those of [19] , [27] . The key tool is a general result of [14] giving the tail asymptotics of the maximum of a random walk up to a (generalised) stopping time.
Remark 1. In Theorem 1, we considered the case A i ≡ 1 only. However, our approach may work in the more general setting of (1.5) with i.i.d. positive {A m } that do not depend on Q, N and {R m }. For example, if we assume, in addition to n < 1, that P(0 < A 1 ≤ 1) = 1, then the exact tail asymptotics for P(R > x) may be easily found using the upper bound (1.4) and the principle of a single big jump. However, the formula for the tail asymptotics in this case is much more complicated that (1.4).
The multivariate version involves a set R(1), . . . , (R(K) of r.v.'s satisfying
In the branching setting, this relates to K-type processes by thinking of N (k) (i) as the number of type k children of a type i ancestor. One example is the total progeny where Q(i) ≡ 1, others relate as above to the total life span and weighted branching processes. A queueing example is the busy periods R(i) in the multiclass queue in [4] , with i the class of the first customer in the busy period and Q(i) the service time of a class i customer; the model states that during service of a class i customer, class k customers arrive at rate λ ik . One should note for this example [4] gives only lower asymptotic bounds, whereas we here provide sharp asymptotics.
The treatment of (1.6) is considerably more involved than for (1.1), and we defer the details of assumptions and results to Section 3. We remark here only that the concept of multivariate regular variation (MRV) will play a key role; that the analogue of the crucial assumption n < 1 above is subcriticality, ρ =spr(M) < 1 where spr means spectral radius and M is the offspring mean matrix with elements m ik = EN (k) (i);
and that the argument will involve a recursive procedure from [12, 13] , reducing K to K − 1 so that in the end we are back to the case K = 1 of (1.1) and Theorem 1.
Bibliographical remarks An R, or its distribution, satisfying (1.5) is often called a fixed point of the smoothing transform (going back to [9] ). There is an extensive literature on this topic, but rather than on tail asymptotics, the emphasis is most often on existence and uniqueness questions (these are easy in our context with all r.v.'s non-negative with finite mean and we give short self-contained proofs). Also the assumption A i = 1 is crucial for most of this literature. See further [1] , [2] , [3] and references there.
It should be noted that the term "multivariate smoothing transform" (e.g. [6] ) means to a recursion of vectors, that is, a version of (1.1) with R, Q ∈ R K . This is different from our set-up because in (1.6) we are only interested in the one-dimensional distributions of the R(i). In fact, for our applications there is no interpretation of a vector with ith marginal having the distribution of R(i).
In [26] , tail asymptotics for the total progeny of a multitype branching process is studied by different techniques in the critical case ρ = 1. The heuristics behind (1.4) is the principle of a single large jump: for R to exceed x, either one or both elements of (Q, N ) must be large, or the independent event occurs that R m > x for some m ≤ N , in which case N is small or moderate. If N is large, N 1 R m is approximately rN , so roughly the probability of the first possibility is P(Q + rN > x). On the other hand, results for compound heavy-tailed sums suggest that the approximate probability of the second possibility is nP(R > x). We thus arrive at
and (1.4).
In the proof of Theorem 1, let (
Note that by Wald's identity ES τ = Eτ · E(N − 1) and S τ = −1 we have
Now either N 1 = 0, in which case τ = 1, or N 1 > 0 so that S 1 = N 1 − 1 and to proceed to level -1, the random walk must go down one level N 1 times. This shows that (in obvious notation)
That is, τ is a solution to (1.1) with Q ≡ 1. On the other hand, the total progeny in a
Galton-Watson process with the number of offsprings of an individual distributed as N obviously also satisfies (2.3), and hence by uniqueness must have the same distribution as τ . This result first occurs as equation (4) in [10] , but note that an alternative representation (1) in that paper appears to have been the one receiving the most attention in the literature.
Here the k 0 , k 1 are non-negative constants,
then V = τ , and further
Indeed, arguing as before, we conclude that equation
has only one integrable positive solution, and, clearly,
becomes R when replacing ϕ by Q.
Proof of Theorem 1. It remains to find the asymptotics of
Throughout the proof, we assume k 1 > 0.
Let r 0 be the solution to the equation
Note that in the particular case where k 0 = 0 and k 1 = 1,
Choose r > r 0 as close to r 0 as needed and let
We will find upper and lower bounds for the asymptotics of P(V > x) and show that they are asymptotically equivalent.
Since k 1 > 0 and Q + N r/k 1 has an IRV distribution, the distribution of
Upper bound. The key is to apply the main result of [14] to obtain the following upper bound.
Here the first equivalence follows from [14] , noting that the distribution of ψ 1 belongs to the class S * and that [14] only requires ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . to be i.i.d. w.r.t. some filtration w.r.t. which τ is a stopping time. For the second, we used the long-tail property (1.2) of the distribution of ψ 1 .
Let F be the distribution function of k 1 Q + r 0 N . Then, as x → ∞,
where α = r 0 /r < 1 and c(α) = lim sup y→∞ F (αy)/F (y).
Now we assume the IRV condition to hold, let r ↓ r 0 and apply (1.3) to obtain the upper bound
In particular, if k 0 = 0 and k 1 = 1, then r 0 = r is as in (2.6).
Lower bound. Here we put ψ n = ϕ n + rξ n where r is any positive number strictly smaller than r 0 . Then the ψ n are i.i.d. random variables with common mean Eψ 1 > 0.
We have, for any fixed C > 0, L > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . and x ≥ 0 that
where
Indeed, the first inequality in (2.8) holds since S τ is non-positive. Next, the events D i are disjoint and, given D i , we have
Thus, (2.8) holds. The events {A i } form a stationary sequence. Due to the SLLN, for any ε > 0, one
For this ε, choose n 0 and C 0 such that
Since the random variables ({ψ j } j<i , I(τ ≤ i)) are independent of {ψ j } j≥i , we obtain further that, for any ε ∈ (0, 1) and for any n ≥ n 0 , C ≥ C 0 and L ≥ L 0 ,
Here the final equivalence follows from the long-tailedness of ψ 1 . Letting first n go to infinity and then ε to zero, we get lim
Then we let r ↑ r 0 and use the IRV property (1.3). In the particular case k 0 = 0,
we obtain an asymptotic lower bound that is equivalent to the upper bound derived above Remark 2. A slightly more intuitive approach to the lower bound is to bound P(R > x) below by the sum of the contributions from the disjoint events B 1 , B 2 , B 3 where
Here for large x, A and small ǫ,
We omit the full details since they are close to arguments given in Section 5 for the multivariate case.
Multivariate version
The assumptions for (1.6) are that all R m (k) are independent of the vector (ii) the r i = ER(i) < ∞ are given as the unique solution to the set corresponds to an ancestor of type i. If we define R (0) (i) = 1,
with similar conventions as for (1.6), then R (n) (i) is the total progeny of a type i ancestor under the restriction that the depth of the tree is at most n. Induction easily gives that R (n) (i) st R(i) ( st = stochastic order) for each i. Since also (ii) Just take expectations in (1.6) and note as before that I − M is invertible.
For tail asymptotics, we need an MRV assumption. The definition of MRV exists in some equivalent variants, cf. [22] , [20] , [5] , [23] , but we shall use the one in polar Note that F is the same for all i but the angular measures µ i not necessarily so. We also assume that the mean z of F is finite, which will ensure that all expected values coming up in the following are finite.
Assumption MRV(F ) implies RV of linear combinations, in particular marginals.
More precisely (see the Appendix),
Theorem 2. Assume that ρ < 1, z < ∞ and that (MRV) holds. Then there are
Here the d i are given as the unique solution to the set The proof follows in Sections 4-7.
Outline of proof
When K > 1, we did not manage to find a random walk argument extending Section 2. Instead, we shall use a recursive procedure, going back to [12, 13] 
The recursion idea in [12, 13] 
that is, a fixed-point problem with one type less. Since the original 2-type tree is finite, the reduced 1-type tree must necessarily also be so, so that m ≤ 1. A direct verification of this is instructive. First note that
But the characteristic polynomial of the 2-type offspring mean matrix M is λ 2 − λ tr(M ) + det(M ). Further the dominant eigenvalue ρ of M satisfies ρ < 1 so that
Proof of Proposition 2
We shall need the following result of Nagaev et al. (see the discussion in [11] around equation (4.2) there for references):
. be i.i.d. and RV with finite mean z and define
S k = Z 1 + · · · + Z k . Then for any δ > 0 sup y≥δk P(S k > kz + y) kF (y) − 1 → 0, k → ∞.
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, it holds for
Proof. Define δ = (1 − ǫz)/ǫ. We can write x = kz + y where
Lemma 1 therefore gives that for all large x we can bound P(S k > x) by CkF (y) where C does not depend on x. Now just note that by RV
the probability in question into four parts
Here
k2 are independent, we have by standard RV theory that
as x → ∞. Further Corollary 1 gives that for k 1 , k 2 ≤ ǫx and all large x we have
Hence by dominated convergence
Then by the LNN there are constants r(m) converging to 0 as m → ∞ such that P A j (m) c ≤ r(m) for j = 1, 2. It follows that
as x → ∞, where η < 1 − ǫ will be specified later.
using the LLN in the fourth step. Further as in the estimates above
We can now finally put the above estimates together. For ease of notation, write η = η(ǫ) = (1 − γ)(1 − ǫ) and note that η ↑ 1 as ǫ ↓ 0. Using a similar estimate for p 12 (x) as for p 21 (x) and noting that
for ǫ small enough, we get lim sup
Letting ǫ ↓ 0 gives that the lim sup is bounded by c 0 + c(z 1 , z 2 ). Similar estimates for the lim inf complete the proof for p = 2.
If p > 2, the only essential difference is that p 21 (x), p 22 (x) need to be replaced by the 2 p − 2 terms corresponding to all combinations of some N i being ≤ ǫx and the others > ǫx, with the two exceptions being the ones where either all are ≤ ǫx or all are > ǫx. However, to each of these similar estimates as the above ones for p 21 (x) apply.
Preservation of MRV under sum operations
Before giving our main auxiliary result, Proposition 4, it is instructive to recall two extremely simple example of MRV. The first is two i.i.d. RV(F ) r.v.'s X 1 , X 2 , where a big value of the X 1 + X 2 can only occur if one variable is big and the other small, which
gives MRV with the angular measure concentrated on the points (1, 0), (0, 1) ∈ B 2 with mass 1/2 for each. Slightly more complicated:
(ii) The random vector (N, S) is MRV with 
Proof. Part (i) is Lemma 4.7 of [11] (see also [8] ). The proof in [11] also shows that is S > x, then either approximately N z > x, occuring w.p. 
. and independent of (T , N ) and satisfying MRV(F ), and define S = 
for some probability measure µ ′ on the (p+1)-dimensional unit sphere B p+1 ; this follows since T + N + N z is a norm and the MRV property of a vector is independent of the choice of norm. Letting δ ′ 0 be Dirac measure at (0, . . . , 0) ∈ R q , δ ′′ 0 be Dirac measure at (0, . . . , 0) ∈ R p+1 and µ ′′ = µ Z the angular measure of Z, we obtain the desired conclusion with c V * = c ′ + c ′′ and the angular measure of V * given by
In calculations to follow (Lemma 2), extending some V to some V * in a number of steps, expressions for c V * , µ V * can be deduced along the lines of the proof of Propositions 3-4 but the expression and details become extremely tedious. Fortunately, they won't be needed and are therefore omitted -all that matters is existence. If α is not an even integer, the MRV alone of V * can alternatively (and slightly easier) be obtained from Theorem 1.1(iv) of [5] , stating that by non-negativity it suffices to verify MRV of any linear combination.
Proof of Theorem 2 completed
Lemma 2. In the setting of (4.1), the random vector Proof. Let G m (i) be the number of elements of G m (i) and
g (K), . . . , N
Recall that our basic assumption is that the Existence and uniqueness of a solution to (3.5) follows by once more noticing that ρ < 1 implies that I − M is invertible.
